
The mega-trend in tourism

We
,
ll make 

your visiTor 
numbers soar

FlyinG FoX 
ZiP line Park
The open-air thrill for high flyers

roPes Course,  
ForesT HiGH roPes Course
an adrenalin rush in lofty heights 

Team
Course
new team power on the team tower

mini roPes Course  
For kiDs
Fun and action for junior adventurers

Ropes courses and flying fox courses are a 

persistent trend in recreation and sports –  

both in summer and in winter. They expand the  

tourism offering and are becoming more and 

more popular among young and old alike.  

Ropes courses and flying fox courses give 

each and every visitor the chance to test their 

limits and to experience excitement, fun and 

action in the great outdoors.

We design, plan and build ropes courses  

and flying fox courses around the world –  

with years of experience, the highest safety  

standards and always adapted to our  

customers’ individual needs and wishes.

This successful trend is the modern version 

of the canopy trail, which originally came from 

South America, and combines flying, adrenalin 

and the joy of being alive. Flying fox or rope 

slide courses are also an attractive way for 

mountain lift operators to boost the utilisation 

of their lifts outside of the winter season.

After using the aerial lift to ascend, visitors 

experience a spectacular descent down to the 

valley as they glide over pastures, meadows, 

gorges and lakes on zip lines. Arrester systems 

make extreme inclines and distances of up to 

1,000 metres possible and guarantee a real 

adrenalin rush. A flying fox course increases 

the appeal of any region and can be operated 

independently or as part of an existing facility.

A ropes course is a sequence of challenging 

obstacles and bridges suspended between real 

live trees or artificial tree trunks at a height of 3 

to 15 metres. At both the starting and end point 

of each obstacle is a platform. Depending on 

the chosen difficulty level, visitors are required  

to tackle various elements like suspension 

bridges, spider webs or rope slides.

Our courses conform to the highest nature  

conservation and environmental standards.  

Our special clamping technique ensures that 

the bark of the trees remains unharmed and the 

natural ecosystem of the forest is maintained.

The team course is hugely popular for team 

building events and company functions where 

the focus is on strengthening the solidarity 

and sense of fellowship in a group. The course 

elements are planned and arranged in such a 

way that it requires the highest degree of team-

work to overcome the challenges and develop 

solutions.

The participants develop trust, team spirit and 

communication skills while having a fun-filled 

experience. The feeling of having overcome this 

challenge in the team along with a good dose 

of adrenalin is something to remember.

The mini ropes course also has challenges like 

the ‘grown-up’ one. It is far more than just a 

playground, it is an adventure park where kids 

can run riot – without having to use any safety 

systems. Its low height is perfect for the needs 

of little adventurers. The course is erected in 

accordance with the valid EN 1176 standards 

and approved by TÜV.

Alone or together with friends, the mini ropes 

course for kids guarantees loads of fun, play- 

fully enhances concentration, trains motor 

skills and coordination and has a great pull on 

children.

• Help looking for and choosing a  
 suitable location

•	 Assistance getting the necessary  
 permits and insurances 

•	 Planning, design, realisation, construction  
 and acceptance of the course

•	 Staff training and provision of a manual  
 in accordance with EN 15567-2

•	 Inspection and annual maintenance of course

•	 Support and advice regarding marketing

kletterpark.com GmbH
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• Tap new target groups and expand the  
 range of tourist activities 

• A year-round attraction for individuals  
 and groups 

• Attractive ropes courses in accordance  
 with the highest safety standards  
 (EN 15567-1)

• The small number of employees required  
 makes it possible to offer attractive  
 admission fees 

• No costly gear necessary for visitors 
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